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An Efficient way of Sorting Large Files 
on Disks: MergeSort 

• A solution for this problem was previously presented in 
the form of the Keysort algorithm. However, Keysort 
has two shortcomings: 
– Once the key were sorted, it was expensive to seek 

each record in sorted order and then write them to 
the new, sorted file. 

– If the file contains many records, even the index is 
too large to fit in memory. 

• Solution: MergeSort 
1. Break the file into several sorted sub-files (runs), 

using an internal sorting method 
2. Merge the runs 
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MergeSort: Advantages 

• It can be applied to files of any size. 

• Reading of the input during the run-creation step is 
sequential  Not much seeking as in a keysort. 

• Reading through each run during merging and writing 
the sorted record is also sequential. 

• The only seeking necessary is as we switch from run to run. 

• If heapsort is used for the in-memory part of the merge, 
its operation can be overlapped with I/O. 

• Since I/O is largely sequential, tapes can be used. 
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MergeSort 
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How much Time does a MergeSort 
take? 

Simplifying assumptions: 
• Only one seek is required for any single sequential 

access. 
• Only one rotational delay is required per access. 
Expensive steps: four times when I/O is performed 
• During the sort phase: 

– Reading all records into memory for sorting and 
forming runs. 

– Writing sorted runs to disk 
• During the merge phase: 

– Reading sorted runs into memory for merging. 
– Writing sorted file to disk. 
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What kinds of I/O take place during the 
Sort and the Merge phases? 

• Since, during the sort phase, the runs are created using 
heapsort, I/O is sequential. 
- No performance improvement can ever be gained in this 

phase. 

• During the reading step of the merge phase, there are a 
lot of random accesses (since the buffers containing the 
different runs get loaded and reloaded at unpredictable 
times). 
- Performance improvements can be made in this step. 

• The write step of the merge phase, is not influenced by 
the way in which we organize the runs. 
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The Cost of Increasing the File Size 

• In general, for a K-way merge of K runs where each run 
is as large as the memory space available, the buffer 
size for each of the runs is:                                                                     
(1/K)* size of memory space = (1/K) * size of each run. 

• So K seeks are required to read all of the records in 
each individual run and since there are K runs 
altogether, the merge operation requires K2 seeks. 

• Since K is directly proportional to N, the number of 
records, SortMerge is an O(N2) operation, measures in 
terms of seeks. 
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What can be done to Improve 
MergeSort Performance? 

 There are different ways in which MergeSort’s 
efficiency can be improved: 
• Allocate more Hardware such as disk drives, memory, 

and I/O channels. 
• Find ways to overlap I/O Operations. 
• Perform the merge in more than one step, reducing 

the order of each merge and increasing the buffer 
size for each run  Multiple-Step Merge. 

• Increase the lengths of the initial sorted runs  
Replacement selection. 
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Decreasing the Number of Seeks Using 
Multiple-Step Merges 

• The expensive part of the MergeSort algorithm is 
related to all the seeking performed during the reading 
step of the merge phase. 
- A lot of seeks are involved because of the large number of 

runs that get merged simultaneously. 
• In multi-step merging, we do not try to merge all runs 

at one time. 
- Instead, we break the original set of runs into small groups 

and merge the runs in these groups separately. 
- More buffer space is available for each run, and, therefore, 

fewer seeks are required per run. 
• When all the smaller merges are completed, a second 

pass merges the new set of merged runs. 
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Two-Step Merge 
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Increasing Run Lengths Using 
Replacement Selection 

1. Read a collection of records and sort them using 
heapsort (this is called primary heap). 

2. Instead of writing the entire primary heap in sorted 
order, write only the record whose key has the lowest 
value. 

3. Bring in a new record and compare the values of its 
key with that of the key that has just been output. 
• If the new key value is higher, insert the new record 

into its proper place in the primary heap. 
• If the new record’s key value is lower, place the 

record in a secondary heap of records with key 
values smaller than those already written. 

4. Repeat Step 3 as long as there are records left in the 
primary heap and there are records to be read. 
• When the primary heap is empty, make the secondary heap 

into the primary heap and repeat steps 2 and 3. 11 



Replacement Selection 
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Replacement Selection + MultiStep 
Merging 

• In practice, Replacement Selection is not used 
with a one-step merge procedure. 

• Instead, it is usually used in a two-step merge 
process. 
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